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Spit, spit, spitty-spit
Oh, spit, spit, spitty-spit

In the bushes -- thoo
In the fields -- thoo
From the mouth -- thoo!
Through the nose -- thoo!

Loud and proud -- thoo!
Sly and shy -- thoo!
During the day -- thoo!

During the night -- thoo!
While playing - thoo!
While fighting - thoo!
Poo and thoo
Pee and thoo

In the train - thoo!
In the crane - thoo!
So much
Spit, spit, spitty-spit.
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**Spit, Spit and Spit!**  
*(English)*

In the bushes, on the roads, while playing, while fighting -- humans love to go thoo thoo thoo. This hilarious rhyme explores the length and breadth of our spitting abilities.

This is a Level 1 book for children who are eager to begin reading.
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Pratham Books goes digital to weave a whole new chapter in the realm of multilingual children's stories. Knitting together children, authors, illustrators and publishers. Folding in teachers, and translators. To create a rich fabric of openly licensed multilingual stories for the children of India and the world. Our unique online platform, StoryWeaver, is a playground where children, parents, teachers and librarians can get creative. Come, start weaving today, and help us get a book in every child's hand!